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CU Boulder campus was looking to relocate all major environmental and geoscience research 

programs to one centralized location. This $114 million scientific research endeavor consists of 

two adjacent buildings: 

 MacAllister Building – refurbished, three story, 289,000 sqft. building was designed for 

departmental centers, teaching, programs, collaborative work and community outreach.   

 New Energy & Environment Research Facility – new, four story, 115,000 sqft. laboratory 

building with state-of-the-art analytical instruments and synthesis capabilities. 

“SEEC establishes CU-Boulder as the epicenter for environmental sciences and geosciences  

research nationally and perhaps worldwide,” said CU Provost Russ Moore. It brings together 

researchers and programs that were scattered among 17 CU buildings. SEEC hosts federal 

laboratories whose researchers will benefit from immediate proximity to CU’s world class 

investigators. Entities that are collaborating at SEEC include: 

 Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences Department (ATOC) 

 Center for the American West 

 Colorado School of Mines 

 Colorado State University (CSU) 

 Cooperative Institute for Research in Environmental Sciences (CIRES) 

 Environmental Engineering Department 

 Environmental Studies Department 

 Federal agencies and contractors, including the National Renewable Energy Laboratory 

(NREL),  

 U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) and National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 

(NOAA) 

 Institute of Arctic & Alpine Research 

 Renewable & Sustainable Energy Institute (RASEI) 

JE Dunn awarded the $10.1M electrical portion of this project to Encore Electric, Inc. based on 

our pricing and our long project history together. Encore was confident in our ability to make 
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this project as successful as the NREL ESIF project, we had recently completed with JE Dunn. 

NREL is one of the collaborating entities at CU SEEC. 

Since the MacAllister Building was a renovation, changing out the existing raised floor to 

accommodate new construction was too costly. A large portion of the 250,000 sqft. floor was 

raised so that Encore could install new wiring, conduit and tele/data raceways. Early on, Encore 

worked closely with Klipp Architecture and JE Dunn to expedite the underfloor rough-in so not 

to hold up the overhead schedule.  We worked late hours, early mornings and weekends to get 

the fire alarm system and smoke control working and tested for occupancy. The building had a 

phased occupancy plan, which required multiple inspections for the end users to move-in on-

time.  We worked closely with CU to test and inspect each section of the building, not disturbing 

the first set of occupants.  This process was repeated six times to meet owner’s needs. 

From the start of reviewing drawings, to purchasing, to installation for the new Energy & 

Environment Research Facility, Encore was conscience of LEED standards. The new research 

facility was designed and constructed to LEED Gold Plus specifications, the “plus” is a 

university requirement to focus on water and energy savings. “Designers minimized thermal 

bridging by paying special attention to daylighting, wind loads and envelope detailing”, Maria 

Cole (principal at Denver gkkworks, the projects design firm).  “The question was how to drive 

natural light deep into those lab spaces while managing how shade and lighting come into the 

space,” she says. Motivated by a goal of creating seven watts of light per sqft., designers used 

task lighting for tech-support areas in the labs. Lighting levels in the corridors are as low as 

possible for egress and visibility, and non-use occupancy sensors were incorporated throughout 

the building. The design team also considered shading devices and other ways to buffer the light 

entering the building. 

Encore had one full-time and one part time BIM Specialists on-site, coordinating daily 

with JE Dunn, trades and Encore’s prefabrication. In order to save countless man-hours, we 

developed a strut system for all lighting in the penthouse. Using BIM to design this system, we 

sent it to our off-site prefabrication shop and had it shipped to the job already assembled. We 

also had roughly (100) lab panels that all had (14) conduits feeding the lab spaces, we were able 

to utilize prefabrication by having all (1,400) 90’s and (1,400) offsets bent instead of having to 

bend them all by hand in the field. We had to support all of these lab conduits. BIM designed 

racks; prefab then delivered to the jobsite ready to hang.  
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Due to the extensive congestion of the electrical and mechanical systems within the 

ceiling and floors of the corridors, a creative solution was necessary to complete this fast track 

project.  CU’s special construction requirements made electrical installations more challenging. 

Industry standards are 12” of clearance on top and side for all cable tray while CU requires 18”. 

All corridor work was exposed to view, so extra attention had to be paid for quality and neatness.  

On most projects, mechanical and electrical contractors shoot their own points using Total 

Station specific to their trade. One of the most collaborative techniques used was our approach to 

working together with MTech, the mechanical contractor. A group effort created embeds in the 

corridors that both trades could use to hang their systems.  

We had no paper plans on-site, everything was done on computers and tablets, for the most 

part it was a paperless job. We were able to easily persuade CU inspectors to use and sign off 

forms using tablets. Our CAD department made forms for our electricians that streamlined this 

process in the field. 

Safety was critical to the success of this project. Of the total 106,860 Encore man-hours, 

we had ZERO lost time accidents! This was attributed to the following: 

 Partnering with JE Dunn’s safety team for a 4-hour jobsite employee orientation prior to 

working on jobsite  

 All Encore supervisors trained at the OSHA 30-Hour level  

 Weekly jobsite visits from our In-house Certified Safety Professional  

 Daily safety job walks 

 Weekly tool box talks and safety meetings 

 Implementation of our Behavior Based Safety Program.  

This technical laboratory project presented its own special set of unique challenges.  Encore 

established a detailed electrical commissioning plan requiring a comprehensive energized 

electrical safety approach. Encore had to ensure each employee understood the hazards, 

abatement methods, and have a broad knowledge of personal protective equipment during the 

start-up and commissioning of the project.  

Throughout the project, the team encountered surprises, such as when the old chillers and 

boilers didn’t work. The MacAllister Building was constructed in 1994 and vacated in 2013. 

“Every time we went into a new phase, we would find a system not working or pumps not 

operating or electrical not properly tagged,” Matt Meyer (JE Dunn, Senior Project Manager). The 
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building had not been fully occupied for several years, when renovation began; Encore 

discovered a very complicated smoke evacuation system (STAEFA) that didn’t work. There was 

very little information on how it was supposed to work, how it was built, or if any parts were still 

available. This was a tremendous challenge to the total replacement of the fire alarm system. No 

one knew this smoke control system was even a part of the existing fire alarm system.  Encore’s 

Superintendent and Foremen spent many hours investigating and tracing this antiquated system 

out to understand how it worked with no plans or "as builts". All of this was done in conjunction 

with CU’s AHJ (Authority Having Jurisdiction) to work through what was now needed to get the 

building able to be occupied while the system replacement went on.  

The boilers quit working (no heat for newly occupied tenants), temporary electrical 

heating means needed to be provided in the Fall/Winter. Then the next summer the existing 

chiller failed (interior building temperatures reached triple digits), we had to provide temporary 

power to a roll up chiller that was brought in.  

One of the biggest challenges for Encore was assisting JE Dunn and CU as the clients 

started to move into the new laboratories; changes needed to happen on the fly!  It was critical 

that Encore was available to coordinate the research client’s move-in of their lab equipment by 

assisting clients in integrating and finding solutions for installation of European voltage lab 

equipment.   

There was a complicated anti-vibration slab on the first floor for the Telescopic Electron 

Microscopes (TEM) so all installations had to be sensitive to transmission of vibrations of 

building equipment to the structure. This included spring isolation and Neoprene pads on all 

transformers and motors and a flexible panel connection for each lad power panel that kept 

transformer vibration from transferring to the building stud system. All this construction was 

under the strict supervision of an independent Vibration Consultant.  

The challenges faced during this project were timeline, surprise existing smoke control 

systems with no drawings, congested corridors, existing chillers/boilers not working, moving 

clients in phases and continuing construction in the same buildings as new clients moved into the 

laboratory. Priceless core samples from Antarctica, are now stored in the new laboratories. 

Encore was able to ensure that critical systems storing these samples would never lose power. 
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 Upon completion Encore installed 1,023,949’of copper wire and 303,969’of conduit. Encore 

was able to meet the challenges of this extremely difficult project that will have impact on world 

research.  
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